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Sumary

● Introduction
● Libre allows Development.
● Libre allows to mutualize.
● Libre allows safety and quality.
● Libre demands Public Services.
● Spread libre.
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Introducing
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Observations

● Economy is necessary to know 
society’s movements.

● Society’s movements are also the 
internet. So establishing an IT 
strategy requires knowing the 
economy.

● To establish any strategy, it is 
important to know physical economy.
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Libres Licenses and Public Domain.

● Libre licenses are a public domain’s 
extension to copyright.

● The public domain is the republic, the 
"res publica", translated as public 
thing.

● Public domain and libre make it 
possible to create republics by the 
dissemination of information thanks to 
a public currency, something that must 
also be public.
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Public productive currency.

● A currency not used does not act on 
economy.

● However, a currency makes it possible to 
associate, if its use respects growth.

● A currency is said to be productive if it is 
used to help farming growth through 
industries with the help of services. The only 
way for industries to be productive is if it 
belongs to a nation-state, so that it is public. 
A nation-state brings together inhabitants 
who want to move towards a common goal.
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Economy and then the Libre.

● Our society only links elements 
together.

● Economics is understanding society’s 
movements to improve them.

● Libre spread makes it possible to 
increase information’s movement at  
light’s speed thanks to computers and 
the internet.
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Descartes then Colbert, Hamilton.

● Descartes' dualism was born to analyze emotions. We 
were discovering emotions at this moment.

● Descartes' dualism makes it possible to understand 
certain emotions in different ways depending on the 
dualities.

● Then, Colbert restored cathedral movement imprisoning 
traffickers, which made it possible to cancel private 
state’s debts. Then he protected factories from English 
empire. Then he started with major road works.

● This led to a movement of ideas by created bourgeoisie, 
which were partitioned by dualism, used by the 
enlightenment movement of the new French financiers. 
Old Egypt, Alexander Hamilton or China created a public 
productive currency.
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Partnering for economy

● While searching for truth, we associate 
hypotheses with dialogue. The 
hypotheses’ simplicity makes it possible 
to provoke a reaction initiating us to 
appropriate a new hypothesis, which, if 
we do not accept it completely, coming 
from another, will create a superior 
hypothesis in us, a superior hypothesis 
covering a set of hypotheses.

● This is the Plato’s scientific reflection.
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Two known propagating licenses

● The GNU GPL license is a worldwide license allowing 
to protect and disseminate a libre environment 
leading to redistribute freely.

● Then the environment under GNU GPL license allows 
competition, because anyone can appropriate this 
environment.

● The GNU-Linux Libre environment can then become 
perfect thanks to the tracking and sharing of old 
sources.

● The Creative Common by SA license is an adaptation 
of the GNU GPL to the works, asking to cite an entity 
or someone in order to propagate the author and the 
work to modify and to redistribute easily.
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Libre allows 
growth.
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Services do not produce

● It is agriculture and industry that produce.
● Services, which were not included in GDP before 

1973, must not be too numerous.
● Indeed, the short term of private money allows 

you to create services.
● Libre software makes it possible to distribute 

information services with computers, in order to 
prevent the trading defined by Plato.

● The GNU GPL license or less well LGPL are the 
best protections against the unnecessary 
duplication of third-party services. They promote 
industries better.
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Commercial competition and traffic

● Commercial competition requires a company 
to lower prices.

● But the trader wants to raise prices.
● So a trader alone on a market will raise 

prices to create traffic.
● Libre licenses can intervene to create 

competition. The GNU GPL or LGPL licenses 
morally or contractually oblige to 
disseminate software competition, 
preventing the software’s precariousness, 
spike of software traffic.
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China has used public domain

● The public domain and the public thing have 
allowed China to grow very quickly.

● Industries could use freely every shared 
processes.

● Free grows industries through sharing and 
dissemination with a free nation-state, 
thanks to a public currency.

● The GNU GPL license should allow China to 
avoid software redundancies that create 
unnecessary jobs and money, in order to 
grow the world.
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Libre Software helps Industries

● Libre allows Industries to adapt any work 
to its needs.

● Thus agriculture and industry are helped.
● Then country’s people obtains better 

products thanks to trains, making it 
possible to save energy, to broadcast 
locally saving labor.

● Saving labor creates a goods’s growth. The 
license makes it possible to protect this 
worldwide distribution with contracts.
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Libre allows to 
mutualize..
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Mutualization

● Pooling makes it possible to share 
insufficiently used resources.

● Pooling combines makes it possible to 
make them profitable.

● You can also share a fiber subscription in 
a building.

● Thus, pooling allows ecology and time so 
money saving.

● The GNU licenses make it possible to 
disseminate the mutualizations.
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Libre’s mutualization

● Africa responded to precariousness with 
pooling.

● Libre is a kind of mutualization diffusing at 
light’s speed thanks to computers and 
Internet.

● Free software is useful while growing, but it is 
also useful with precariousness.

● So Africa deals with countries using public 
money.

● The GPL license will allow countries to find 
new shares in order to save work to create.
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Privater software impoverishes.

● The private sector creates software 
publishers who do the same thing.

● Then the community becomes poorer buying 
software that cannot really be tested, 
because it is hidden.

● The software can even be abandoned or not 
working, which can be avoided with the libre 
one.

● So the collectivity takes care of libre. The 
GPL license allows them by contract to 
continue sharing with private companies.
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What is a foundation ?

● A foundation is a companies’ group 
improving a libre software or tool.

● Then the libre work is free for anyone 
thanks to sharing.

● Then the other countries translate the 
foundation’s work.

● The foundation sells its services to grow 
countries. Countries then participate in the 
foundation, all the more so with GNU LINUX, 
encouraging sharing which has been 
beneficial to countries.
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Libre allows 
safety and 

quality.
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Privater culmination

● Privater culmination are rob, censorship, 
monopoly and planned obsolescence.

● Indeed, privater makes it possible to hide 
the power.

● Libre allows the little ones to see how any 
tool works in order to protect themselves.

● The GNU GPL license instituted as a public 
thing allows the country to reverse these 
traffics’ trend, also nationalizing companies 
that have become illegal by theft or 
trafficking.
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Can we have internet with 
privater ?

● If our community does not know the environment we are using, 
knowing that computing is information, the information can be 
modified (Windows) or redirected (MAC OS), on private or an 
insecure language.

● Privater defined with French language is property therefore of 
economy, education therefore of the know-how, law therefore 
of philosophy, computer science therefore of information and 
journalism. There is a need to philosophize and learn 
journalism.

● But privative makes it possible to emancipate oneself if we are 
a citizen thanks to the fixed-rate loan payable. At that moment, 
we are part of a group called the trade union council.

● The private sector therefore allows those who have enriched 
themselves materially to continue to own easily during 
recession.
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Inside privative, there are 
monopolies

● The privative grows negatively for the monopoly while 
getting a currency.

● It is education, therefore history, philosophizing, 
therefore dialog and meditating on its limits, computer 
journalism on the limits of the human, which permits to go 
against a monopoly.

● We will then verify its information through journalism and 
adapt it to fundamental rights, philosophizing to publish 
its policy through journalism, analyzed by the monopoly.

● We may request to have a private life with consumer 
associations and net neutrality.

● Getting a public currency makes it possible to undo the 
privative according to the anti-trust law and the jubilee 
economy.
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GNU-Linux is the safe environment

● Free nation-states using public money 
permit to create the safest free 
environment there is.

● Now our states are corrupted by 
finance.

● So they create backdoors.
● But these backdoors can do less things 

on GNU-Linux because it would be seen 
in the sources, which are the media for 
shared creation.
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Libre environment using GNU GPL

● A Libre environment under the GNU GPL 
license allows sharing as example, or even 
as justice with contracts or institutions.

● Then anyone can analyze the Libre and 
adapt any dependent tool to their needs, 
to make the tool safe.

● Then the tool is better understood, can 
save other same category’s tools, 
becomes safe thanks to foundations and 
nation-states.
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The perfect old environment

● The old Free environment can become 
perfect if the community takes care of it 
through issues.

● Then the old tools are saved or even 
adapted to recent versions, or even 
completely secure.

● So the old tools are not thrown into the 
trash.

● It is possible to use your old computer 
thanks to a GNU-Linux.
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Libre needs 
Public Services.
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Public Services / Public Money

● The private currency tends to privatize.
● Creating a public currency makes it possible 

to help industries through public services.
● Indeed, industries have a long term view, 

unlike with private money.
● Public services then create Libre or public 

domain.
● The GNU GPL license then makes it possible to 

grow with contracts between other countries 
with services’ competition encouraging 
industries.
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Centralize with State

● A state has to protect its free works and its 
population protecting its information.

● The state must create its own public 
servers for videos, books and ebooks, any 
type of media, social network, references, 
in order to protect authors, not more 
powerful companies.

● The compiled languages RAD GNU LGPL 
and the GNU GPL license allow security, 
ease and speed to create, maintenance and 
dissemination.
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Little People and Public Services

● Public services can defend the little ones through 
monetary sovereignty.

● Indeed, the private sector can censor you, reward 
you badly, or even steal from you.

● So it is necessary to grow public services, possibly 
those of other countries, to be properly 
compensated.

● So we broadcast freely against exclusivity.
● The GNU GPL license allows nation-states to make 

companies working instituting the need to 
promote commercial competition, preventing 
traffic.
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Job and libre

● Free jobs are slavery.
● On the other hand, free and open source 

software allow a global industrialized 
countries’ growth.

● So, allowing access to machine tools by 
transport, to then make it possible to easily 
catch up with a free and public part of the 
industries, can prevent financial empires’ 
creation.

● The GNU-GPL license allows a wider 
dissemination through contracts.
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Broadcast Libre
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Disdection of social errors

● The logical troll consists to change 
society's mind through information by 
redefining certain words to create wars.

● The solution in this case is to seek your 
truth with your friends, your best 
friend, according to Plato. We find our 
happiness to show our optimism.

● When we seek the truth with others, we 
can detect changes very easily. We find 
happiness.
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We're paranoid at the begining

● Initially we want to protect ourselves.
● So we don't want to broadcast to just anyone.
● But your work will be found more easily on the Internet if it 

is libre. It's about knowing the global websites to share libre 
works in your language, then that of others when you are 
trolled.

● Helping industries by processes including the referenced 
distribution in free part, makes it possible to protect your 
textual broadcasts to deepen writings and protected 
dialogue, your video broadcasts making it possible to 
publicize and influence when you are public.

● The geniuses who want to grow the world end up adopting 
the GNU GPL or Creative Common by SA licenses in order to 
allow the perfection by points of view’s competition on 
human’s limits.
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Then we know how to broadcast :

● When his work is saved, to be grown without 
financial possibility, makes it possible to support 
a profession, a group of companies.

● We then refer to his work on archive.org , 
framalibre.org , a version manager, dogmazic, 
musopen, musescore, freescore.

● We then write and reference in our field and our 
community promoting dissemination through the 
Creative Common by SA license or a GPL license, 
for works.

● The GNU GPL license allows software to be kept 
as shared software thanks to the GNU community.
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Then we see that sells

● Sometimes it is the idea that we have 
found that allows advertising.

● For example, an idea helps to attract 
beginners to use its tool.

● So we diffuse his work at the same time 
while helping his tool by his work half or 
entirely libre.

● The GNU GPL and Creative Commons 
licenses, with GNU LINUX encourage 
sharing.
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Sources and diffusing

● From Henry Charles Carey and his 
economic science, with the support of a 
speech analyst as Richard Stallman.

● According to Economy for Kids, 
according to Carey by Matthieu Giroux.

● Thanks to Openclipart for resizable 
images.

● Broadcast by archive.org , 
framalibre.org , Agoravox, Developpez, 
April.
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